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SEVENTH REPORT 

25 JUNE 2003 

By the Select Committee appointed to examine the constitutional implications of all public bills 
coming before the House; and to keep under review the operation of the constitution. 

ORDERED TO REPORT 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE BILL 

1. A bill has been introduced into this House to make provision about criminal justice (including 
the powers and duties of the police) and about dealing with offenders; to amend the law relating to 
jury service; to amend Chapter 1 of Part 1 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and Part 5 of the Police 
Act 1997; and for connected purposes.  The Criminal Justice Bill was brought from the House of 
Commons on 21st May (HL Bill 69), and received its second reading in the House of Lords on 16th 
June. 

2. The Bill proposes to make changes relating to the conduct of trials on indictment, including 
provision for (a) the holding of certain trials before a judge alone; (b) supersession of the common law 
rule against double jeopardy; and (c) the admission of evidence relating to an accused’s bad character. 
We considered that the bill raised matters of constitutional significance, particularly in respect of the 
law on trial by jury and in respect of the composition and functions of the proposed Sentencing 
Guidelines Council. 

3. With respect to the law on trial by jury, we noted that this had already been reported on, both by 
the Home Affairs Select Committee in the House of Commons,1 and by the Joint Committee on 
Human Rights.2  We therefore considered that no further action was called for on our part. As regards 
the composition and functions of the Sentencing Guidelines Council, we wrote to the Home Secretary 
to seek further information on the proposals and are grateful for his reply.  Our correspondence is 
appended. 

4. We also wrote, in similar terms, to seek the views of the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Woolf, of 
Professor Andrew Ashworth, Vinerian Professor of English Law at the University of Oxford, and of 
Dr David Thomas Q.C. at the University of Cambridge. We are grateful to them for their full and 
prompt replies, which are also appended. 

5. We consider that this correspondence will be of assistance to the House in its consideration of 
the proposed Sentencing Guidelines Council.  There is however a specific matter to which we wish to 
draw particular attention.  With the exception of the Home Secretary, our correspondents were 
concerned by the proposal that a serving civil servant should act as a member of the Sentencing 
Guidelines Council. Professor Ashworth had “grave misgivings” about the proposal; Dr Thomas noted 
that a civil servant “would be constitutionally bound to convey and to reflect the views of his 
minister”; and Lord Woolf considered it “wrong, as a matter of principle, for members of the civil 
service…to be on the Council.” The Lord Chief Justice further noted that, even if the actual 
independence of such a civil servant was assured, there would still remain the perception that such a 
person would not be independent. 

6. In the light of these opinions, we draw particular attention to our concern at the proposal that a 
serving civil servant should act as a member of the Sentencing Guidelines Council.  We note also Dr 
Thomas’ alternative proposal that a recently retired civil servant would be familiar with the civil 
service perspective, but would no longer be obliged to express the departmental or ministerial view. 

7. We draw this specific matter to the attention of the House as raising a question of principle 
about a principal part of the constitution. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
1 2nd Report, Session 2002–03 (HC 83). 
2 First Report, Session 2002–03 (HL Paper 24; HC 191); 2nd Report, Session 2002–03 (HL Paper 40; HC 374); 7th Report, 

Session 2002–03 (HL Paper 74; HC 547); and 11th Report, Session 2002–03 (HL Paper 118; HC 724). 
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APPENDIX 1 

Letter from the Lord Norton of Louth, Chairman of the Committee, to the Home Secretary, the 
Rt Hon. David Blunkett MP 

The House of Lords Constitution Committee, which I chair, has been appointed by the House of Lords 
“to examine the constitutional implications of all public bills coming before the House; and to keep 
under review the operation of the constitution”. 

The Committee has several concerns relating to constitutional aspects of the Criminal Justice bill, 
particularly with regard to the composition and functions of the proposed Sentencing Guidelines 
Council.  The Committee would therefore be grateful for further information in response to the 
following questions. 

1. Is it appropriate that the Home Secretary should be able to appoint civil servants (from the 
Home Office or any other department) to membership of the Council?  When such people act as 
members of the Council, is a Minister of the Crown responsible for their views?  And will a 
Minister of the Crown have the power to direct them in the performance of their functions? 

2. What is the intended relationship between the Sentencing Guidelines Council and the 
Sentencing Advisory Panel?  Are both bodies needed? 

3. What is the intended relationship between the work of the Sentencing Guidelines Council and 
the work of the Court of Appeal — which hitherto has been the source of authoritative 
sentencing guidelines? 

4. Is it likely that the work of the Sentencing Guidelines Council will meet the public interest in 
sentencing policies? And how might it affect the legislative work of Parliament?   

As I am sure you are aware, the second reading of the bill will take place in the House of Lords on 
Monday 16 June.  I would be very grateful for a reply, if possible, by Friday 20 June.  This would 
enable the Committee to report to the House before the Committee stage of the bill on Monday 30 
June. 

The Committee has written in similar terms to the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Woolf, and other 
interested parties, to seek further views on these matters. 

 

16 June 2003 
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APPENDIX 2 

Reply from the Home Secretary, the Rt Hon. David Blunkett MP 

Thank you for your letter of 16 June concerning the composition and functions of the Sentencing 
Guidelines Council, as laid out in clauses 160 to 166 of the Criminal Justice Bill. 

As you will know, the background to the clauses as they are now is the concern which was raised in 
the House of Commons that there should be a greater role both for Parliament and the wider 
community in the production of sentencing guidelines.  Following the debate in the Standing 
Committee on the Bill (21st and 22nd sittings, Thursday 6 February), the Government decided that the 
best way to meet these concerns would be to widen the composition of the Council.  The proposals in 
clause 160 are aimed at ensuring that the Council will include people involved in the key areas 
associated with sentencing and the implementation of sentencing decisions.  We believe that this will 
add enormous value to the process. 

It is not unprecedented for civil servants to sit on bodies that are classified as independent.  It is often 
done because they can provide expertise in practical considerations which are relevant.  In this 
instance they could inform discussion with knowledge, for instance of new forms of non-custodial 
penalties.  In addition, it is proper for the Council to be aware of sentencing policy in relation to areas 
under discussion to inform the debate without in any way exerting pressure on the Council.  The 
position here is no different from that for all the members who will sit in their own right not as 
representatives of their organisations, but will each bring their own perspective, knowledge and insight 
to bear. 

The Council’s independence will be protected by its composition.  It will be chaired by the Lord Chief 
Justice and will have seven judicial members as well as five non-judicial members.  We have in mind 
that only one of these – the one with experience of sentencing policy and the administration of 
sentences, at 160(4)(e) – will be a civil servant.   

We will be making it clear that the non-judicial members, including the civil servant member, will be 
acting in their own right rather than as representatives of their organisations.  They are being 
appointed for the expertise they bring, not to consult within their organisation and convey views.  This 
is underlined by the fact that no substitute will be able to attend meetings in their place.   

The Judicial Studies Board, while not a statutory body, is an independent body with some analogies.  
Its members are appointed by the Lord Chancellor.  Its independence is set out in its Memorandum of 
Understanding.  Its function is to decide and, in many cases, to provide, the training required by 
judges.  It has civil servants on both its main board and its sub-committees.  This is a long-standing 
arrangement which the judiciary have found satisfactory.  

In response to your second question concerning the relationship between the Council and the 
Sentencing Advisory Panel, we do believe that both bodies are needed.  The SAP will continue its 
present role - though its remit has been expanded to cover all offences and general matters affecting 
sentencing - of providing advice on proposed guidelines, informed by research and a thorough 
consultation.  It will provide this advice direct to the Council, which will be the body responsible for 
taking the final decision on draft guidelines, of issuing them for consultation in draft, and finally of 
publishing them.  These I believe are quite distinct roles.  The SAP will inform the decisions of the 
Council, who will not have the time nor the capacity to undertake the work themselves, but the 
Council will be the decision-maker. 

As regards your third question, we intend to repeal sections 80 and 81 of the Crime & Disorder Act 
1998 which confers statutory functions on the Court of Appeal in relation to sentencing guidelines, 
when the Sentencing Guidelines Council is constituted.  However, we have made transitional 
provision to ensure the continuing validity of existing guidelines issued by the Court of Appeal, until 
the SGC is in a position to issue its own guidelines.  In drafting its guidelines, the Council will clearly 
take into account any existing guidelines in relevant areas issued by the Court of Appeal.  Under the 
new arrangements, the Courts will be required to take into account the guidelines issued by the SGC 
(which will apply to all criminal courts).  However we do recognise that the role of the Court of 
Appeal (and the House of Lords) in interpreting and re-interpreting the law may well require the 
Council to respond to judgements with new or revised guidelines.  

Finally, we do strongly believe that the work of the Council will meet the public interest in sentencing 
policies.  One of the key aims of our sentencing reforms is to increase the transparency of sentencing - 
both of the sentencing process and the sentences themselves.  The current sentencing framework is 
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relatively inaccessible: the result of a large volume of statutes (at least eight since 1991) most of which 
amend each other, and an equally large volume of case law.  On top of this, an interested enquirer 
would be directed to the Magistrates’ Courts Sentencing Guidelines.  The Council will be responsible 
for drafting what will eventually be a consolidated set of sentencing guidelines applicable to all 
criminal courts.  They will be required to publish these guidelines in a way which is transparent and 
accessible to the public.  They will also be required to publish an annual report, giving details of their 
activities during the year.  Their guidelines will have been informed by a wide-ranging consultation - 
first in the SAP’s initial consideration of the matter (they often consult the views of the public) and 
then by the Council itself who will be consulting Parliament, via the mechanism of the Home Affairs 
Select Committee.  We do not therefore anticipate - as the proposals currently stand - that the creation 
of the Council will affect the legislative work of Parliament. 

I hope that this is helpful, and look forward to receiving your report on this matter. 

 

24 June 2003 
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APPENDIX 3 

Reply from the Lord Chief Justice, the Rt Hon. the Lord Woolf 

Thank you for your letter of 16 June. 

As you will be aware, I took part in the second reading of the Criminal Justice Bill and referred to the 
Sentencing Guidelines Council in my speech (see Hansard, 16 June 2003, Column 572).  I also placed 
a more detailed paper in the Library.  I enclose a copy of the section of this paper which deals with the 
Sentencing Guidelines Council (see below). 

My comments on the questions that you raise are as follows: 

1. I do not see any constitutional objection to the existence of the Council if it has an appropriate 
membership. 

2. As to the appropriate membership, my preference is for the Council to consist solely of sentencers 
(i.e. judges and magistrates).  My primary objections to the inclusion of additional members, as 
now proposed, are that it represents a duplication of the membership of the Sentencing Advisory 
Panel, is unnecessary and will mean that the Council’s recommendations will carry less weight 
with the judiciary. 

3. There is also the question of the membership now proposed.  I consider it wrong, as a matter of 
principle, for members of the civil service, including the prison service, and for members of the 
police service, to be on the Council.  If they are to be members of the Council, it will have to be 
clearly understood that a Minister of the Crown has no power to give them directions or to 
influence their views.  Even if there was no question of them being so directed, there would still be 
a problem of perception. 

4. I see no difficulty as to the relationship between the Council and the Panel.  The Panel is an 
advisory body and is, in my view, necessary to carry out research and to give advice to the Council.  
It can have a much broader membership than the Council.  If it is decided that the Council’s 
membership should be extended to encompass many of those on the Panel, then, I believe, the 
question as to whether the Panel is needed does arise.  However, since its creation, the Panel has 
been doing an excellent job and it is very much my preference that it should continue. 

5. I see no difficulty in the relationship between the Council and the Court of Appeal.  The Court of 
Appeal’s ability to give a guideline judgment remains.  However, once the Council is in existence, 
I would not expect the Court of Appeal to issue guidelines thereafter, except in exceptional 
circumstances.  It may well, however, have to amplify and explain the guidelines issued by the 
Council. 

6. I firmly believe that the Council will meet the public interest as to sentencing policies, because it 
will consult widely before issuing guidelines and because the Bill sets out clearly the purposes of 
sentencing and the matters to which the Council has to have regard.  If it was felt that the Council 
was failing to meet the public interest, it would, of course, still be open to Parliament to legislate.  
It would very much be my hope, however, that, once the Council was established, Parliament 
would not feel the need to intervene.  To assist in this aim, I am in favour of the Council issuing an 
annual report and providing an explanation of its approach when required to do so by appropriate 
Parliamentary Committees.  In addition, in relation to murder in particular, I would be content for 
any guidance given by the Council to be subject to a negative resolution procedure before 
Parliament before it could be issued. 

I hope my comments assist your committee and am grateful to you for giving me an opportunity to 
express my views prior to the Committee stage of the Bill.  I would be happy to expand on any of my 
comments, if this would assist the Committee.  I am copying my letter to the Lord Chancellor and to 
the Home Secretary. 

 

18 June 2003 
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Extract from Background Notes to the speech by the Rt Hon. the Lord Woolf on his Second 
Reading of the Criminal Justice Bill in the House of Lords, 16 June 2003  

 

SENTENCING: PART 12 

The provisions as to sentencing originally contained in the CJB in part 12 are welcomed. It is useful to 
have set out in statutory form the purposes of sentencing. However, at a late stage of the passage of the 
CJB through the House of Commons there were introduced two important amendments which have 
caused the judiciary anxiety. 

Sentencing Guidelines Council: Clauses 160 to 165 

At the present time there is a well established practice of the Court of Appeal giving guideline 
judgments.  In performing this role the Court of Appeal has been assisted by the advice of the 
Sentencing Advisory Panel. The Court of Appeal has found the advice of the panel, which can conduct 
research and broad consultation, valuable. Its advice is normally adopted without significant 
qualification.  

Guideline judgements are intended to promote consistency and proportionality between one sentence 
and another.  The role of sentencing and the Court of Appeal’s role in producing guidelines have 
always been regarded as a judicial function. This was recognised in the Bill until it was amended. 
Prior to the amendments, the Sentencing Guidelines Council was only to have judicial members. In 
this form, the Council was welcomed by the judiciary. The fact that sentencing is a judicial function 
does not mean that the Council’s deliberations could not be informed by representations and advice 
from non-judicial sources. The judiciary were in favour on the retention of the Sentencing Advisory 
Panel and of its advice being made available to the Council. Furthermore, the judicial welcomed any 
appropriate relationship between the Council and Parliament. For example, an annual report could be 
submitted to both Houses of Parliament. 

It is now proposed that the membership should be extended [clause 160 (4)]. This will change the 
nature of the Council. The reasons for this are as follows: 

(a) The guidelines are an integral part of sentencing. They curtail the discretion of the judge. It is 
in order for a judicial body authorised by Parliaments to interfere in this way but once the body 
ceases to be judicial that changes the situation. 

(b) The guidelines issued by the Sentencing Guidelines Council will obtain their authority from 
the membership of that Council and its guidance will not command the same authority if it has a 
“lay” membership. 

(c) Some of the additional members are not appropriate individuals to be on the Council. A very 
senior policeman, a probation officer and a senior civil servant can give useful advice, but I would 
question whether they should be so directly involved in the sentencing process. It would never be 
suggested that they should actually sentence. By making them members of the Council, we come 
close to saying that an offender’s sentence will significantly be influenced by the direction of the 
police etc. 

(d) It is important that the Council’s approach should be homogeneous. By adding the additional 
members, the Council is becoming too large. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Reply from Professor A J Ashworth QC, Vinerian Professor of English Law,  
University of Oxford 

Thank you for your letter about the constitutional implications of the sentencing provision of the 
Criminal Justice Bill.  I will do my best to offer a few comments in response to the questions you 
pose. 

1. I have grave misgivings about the amendment to clause 160 that includes a person with experience 
of “sentencing policy and the administration of sentences” within the statutory membership of the 
Sentencing Guidelines Council, if that description is intended to apply to a Home Office civil 
servant.  Such misgivings can only have a secure foundation once the constitutional position of the 
SGC has been determined, and that is a difficult matter.  It is not part of the legislative or the 
executive branch, I would say, and must therefore rank as a quasi-judicial body.  It will certainly be 
expected to act in a judicial manner.  This suggests to me that it would be inappropriate to have a 
member of the executive on the SGC, especially if (as your question rightly implies) the civil 
servant would be expected to put forward and represent the views of her or his government 
department. 

It is not clear that the same objection would apply to the other non-judicial members enumerated in 
the amended clause 160(4).  Prosecution and defence lawyers may represent their organisational 
views, but at least they have taken a professional oath when admitted, and have a duty to the 
courts.  The police are part of the executive, but they are technically an independent organisation. 

One might question the need for any of these non-judicial members, on the ground that clause 
163(8) requires the SGC to consult the Home Secretary before issuing guidelines, and on the 
ground that this non-judicial membership duplicates the diversity in membership of the Sentencing 
Advisory Panel, to which I now turn. 

2. The SAP includes three judicial members and a lay magistrate, three academics, three members of 
the public with no prior criminal justice connections, and others with backgrounds in probation, 
police, prisons and so forth.  It has a statutory duty to consult widely, with a list of required 
consultees and a website that encourages (and receives) opinions from members of the public.  It 
also has a small research budget, and has commissioned two research projects (on domestic 
burglary and on rape) whose results have informed its advice.  The Panel may now be said to have 
established its credentials by producing a succession of draft guidelines, most of which have been 
adopted by the Court of Appeal without substantial amendment: see further the SAP annual 
reports, available at www.sentencing-advisory-panel.gov.uk  The Panel’s latest annual report will 
be launched next Wednesday, 25 June. 

This considerable overlap between the membership of the SAP and the new SGC (please forgive 
the acronyms) raises the question about the need for both bodies.  The first part of the question 
must be whether there is a need for two agencies, whoever they are.  At present the SAP gives 
advice to the Court of Appeal, and the guidelines then acquire their authority through incorporation 
into a judgment which binds the lower courts.  This also creates a judicial filter, which was 
certainly necessary in the early days of the SAP, before it had established a pattern of working.  It 
now seems that the higher judiciary is broadly content with the results of the Panel’s deliberations.  
It might therefore be argued that, since the Panel has shown itself capable of generating sensible 
and acceptable guidelines over a period of some four years, it should be given the power to create 
definitive guidelines without further reference.  If it were thought that this would risk a rift with the 
higher judiciary, why not reinforce the existing SAP by appointing one or two senior judges to it, 
rather than creating an extra tier in the shape of the SGC? 

It may well be thought inappropriate to continue with the system established by sections 80–81 of 
the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, whereby the Court of Appeal lays down guidelines as part of 
judgments on appeals by individuals or references by the Attorney-General.  Sentencing guidelines 
should not be located in court judgments but should be collected and presented elsewhere, since in 
reality they are a form of rule-making.  It may therefore be suggested that the idea of a collection 
of what the Bill terms “definitive guidelines”, presumably as a form of delegated legislation, is a 
preferable format.  The SAP could be given the power to generate such guidelines, and the SGC 
would then appear to be a fifth wheel on the coach, as it were.  All the requirements made of the 
SGC in clause 163 could be made of the Panel, including consulting the Home Secretary and other 
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nominated consultees.  It is evident, however, that the government has set itself against giving 
further powers to the Panel, and has decided to press for the creation of the SGC too. 

3. The intended relationship between the SGC and the SAP is unclear and under-documented in what 
has so far been published by the government.  If the aspiration really is to produce comprehensive 
guidelines, the working practices of those two bodies need to be considered carefully.  At present 
the Bill anticipates that the SGC can only act on the advice of the SAP; and the SAP’s obligations 
to consult and to take account of various other factors mean that it tends to take 8 or 9 months to 
deal with each subject on which guidelines are required.  The SAP meets once a month, and it 
seems that the SGC will meet less frequently.  Several administrative issues need resolution if the 
operation is to be a smooth and productive one. 

As for the intended relationship between the SGC and the Court of Appeal, this is also unclear.  
The Bill repeals the provision in the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 stating that the Court of Appeal 
cannot create sentencing guidelines without referring the matter to SAP, so it seems possible (in 
theory at least) that the Court could give its own guidance or guidelines if it thinks this necessary.  
It is more likely, however, that definitive guidelines (in the sense used in the Bill) will be applied 
by the Court of Appeal as if they were law; they are, however, guidelines and not rules, and the 
Court has emphasised on several occasions that guidelines do leave room for courts to depart from 
them in response to unusual combinations of facts, etc. 

4. I find it difficult to say whether the work of the SGC will “meet the public interest”, since that is so 
often defined in terms of the views of the media or of politicians.  The British Crime Survey 
demonstrates what the views of the public are, but as such they are systematically ignored by 
politicians.  The term “public interest” is surely unhelpful in this context, because it is so heavily 
contested.  It cannot be regarded as an objective standard. 

I hope these few reflections are of use to you and the Committee.  Please contact me again if you think 
I can be of further assistance. 

 

17 June 2003 
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APPENDIX 5 

Reply from Dr D A Thomas QC, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge 

Thank you for your letter about the constitutional implications of the Sentencing Guidelines Council 
proposed in the Criminal Justice Bill. 

In relation to the propriety of the appointment of a civil servant to membership of the Council, I have 
the gravest doubts whether this can be considered constitutionally appropriate. I am not familiar with 
the  strict rules governing the behaviour of civil servants,  but I cannot imagine that any  civil servant 
appointed to the Council would be free to express any personal  opinion on any matter with which the 
Council was concerned. It seems to me that he would be constitutionally bound to convey and to 
reflect the views of his minister. Even if this were not so,  I would have no doubt that it would appear 
to be so, and that any civil servant appointed to the Council  would be seen by others, rightly or 
wrongly, merely as a spokesperson for the minister. If it is desirable to appoint to the Council a person 
with the knowledge, experience and perspective that a civil servant might be expected to have, then 
the obvious solution would be to appoint a recently retired civil servant who would be familiar with 
the civil service perspective, but no longer obliged to express the departmental or ministerial view. 

The relationship between the Sentencing Guidelines Council and the Sentencing Advisory Panel has in 
my opinion changed substantially as a result of the amendments made to the Bill at Report Stage in the 
House of Commons. The original version of the Bill as introduced proposed a Sentencing Guidelines 
Council which would have consisted entirely of members of the judiciary, including lay magistrates. It 
made sense in that scheme to preserve the Sentencing Advisory Panel, as a more broadly based body 
with a duty to consult widely on any advice that it was inclined to give. The Sentencing Advisory 
Panel would thus be in a position to place before the Council views derived from the general public 
and the various bodies or individuals consulted. It might be thought that a Council composed wholly 
of members of the judiciary  would not be in the best position to carry out this function, which the 
Sentencing Advisory Panel is accustomed to perform. 

The change in the composition of the Sentencing Guidelines Council to include a number of non- 
judicial members appointed by the Secretary of State seems to me to make the retention of the 
Sentencing Advisory Panel as a separate body unnecessary. If the Sentencing Guidelines Council, in 
the form in which it is at present proposed, is provided with an adequate secretariat, there seems to me 
no reason why the Council should not take over of the function of consultation which the Panel has 
until now performed. While I would regret the passing of Panel, which has established itself as an 
important contributor to the sentencing  system, I find it is wholly irrational to create a  system in 
which one body will advise another essentially similar body on what advice should be given, in the 
form of guidelines, to the  judiciary. The process contemplated by Bill in its present form is obviously 
unnecessarily cumbersome and time consuming.  

The relationship between the Sentencing Guidelines Council and the Court of Appeal is one of the 
most curious features of the proposal. Under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the Court of Appeal is 
prohibited from giving any guideline judgment without first consulting the Panel and considering the 
advice which the Panel gives in response to the court's request. Obviously there is some uncertainty as 
to what exactly constitutes a guideline judgment. The Criminal Justice Bill makes no reference to the 
Court of Appeal Criminal Division in connection with the Sentencing Guidelines Council. It seems to 
assume that the Council will provide guidelines  on every conceivable aspect of sentencing  within a 
relatively short period of time, and that the courts will take them  into account as the primary source of 
guidance on sentencing. In this perspective, the influence and role of the Court of Appeal Criminal 
Division would be substantially reduced, perhaps to interpreting the terms of the guidelines  and 
discussing the question of when a sentencing judge may  properly depart from the advice given by the 
Sentencing Guidelines Council. What I find significant is that the restriction on the Court of Appeal 
giving its own independent guideline judgments, which is contained in the Crime and Disorder Act 
1998, seems to disappear in the Criminal Justice Bill. The Court of Appeal will be free to give its own 
guideline judgments (perhaps calling them something different) on its own initiative whenever it 
considers it necessary to do so. To that extent, it may be that the Criminal Justice Bill will give back to 
the Court of Appeal the freedom which was removed from it by the 1998 Act. In practice it will 
probably be many years before guidelines formulated by the Council will cover a wide range of 
sentencing questions, and it will be necessary for the Court of Appeal to give guidance, albeit on an 
interim basis, on those issues on which the Council has not yet had time to pronounce. In practice I 
would expect that  sentencing judges would be more influenced by decisions of the Court of Appeal  
than by guidelines promulgated by Council, and the real effect of the legislation would be to restore, 
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albeit in an unintended way, the Court of Appeal as the primary effective source of sentencing 
guidance.  

The Bill does not oblige sentencing judges to apply the guidelines proposed by the Council. The 
position will be that a sentencing judge will be required to have regard to them in imposing sentence. I 
have no doubt that relatively soon after this legislation is in force the Court of Appeal will rule that the 
duty to have regard to the guidelines  does not amount to a duty to follow them slavishly; guidelines 
are guidelines, not tramlines, as has often been said. There will be a growing case law on the question 
of when it is proper to depart from the guidance set out by the Council. I have no doubt that the Court 
of Appeal will adopt the position that while the guidelines must be paid  appropriate respect, a 
sentencing judge must give priority to doing justice in the circumstances of the  particular case before 
him, and that if it is necessary to depart from the guidelines in order to achieve this result, the 
sentencing judge is free to do so. This position seems to me to be entirely consistent with the 
provisions of the Bill. While it is undoubtedly the object of the legislation to suppress the position of 
the Court of Appeal and transfer its influence to the Council, in practice  I expect that the opposite will 
be the case, and the modest diminution in the importance of the Court of Appeal which has followed 
the creation of the Sentencing Advisory Panel will be reversed.  

So far as the extent to which the Sentencing Guidelines Council will meet the public interest in 
sentencing policies is concerned, I have no doubt whatever that the proposed Council is wholly  
unnecessary within the framework of the English sentencing system. I have a reasonable degree of 
familiarity with the sentencing systems of other English language jurisdictions, and I would argue that 
the English system, centred on the Court of Appeal, and based on concrete guidance developed in 
relation to real cases, is superior to any other system in the English language world. The idea of 
Sentencing Guidelines Commissions or Councils originated in the United States in the late 1970s  and 
early 1980s, as a consequence of the abolition of the indeterminate sentence as the central element in 
American sentencing practice. In the days of the indeterminate sentence, appellate courts had no real 
function in sentencing, and the abolition of the indeterminate sentence, which left the sentencing 
function  effectively in the hands of the Parole Board, led to  a vacuum and the need to put some 
guidance in place very quickly. It is noticeable that no Commonwealth  jurisdiction using a scheme 
based on the English system, in which an appellate court plays the central role in sentencing policy 
making, has departed from that model and adopted a version of the American Sentencing Commission 
model. Sentencing Councils or Commissions in the United States have met with mixed success and in 
many cases have attracted enormous criticism. 

The only reason for introducing a Sentencing Guidelines Council at this stage seems to be a desire to 
give the Secretary of State a degree of influence over  the details of sentencing policy which he has not 
previously had. Until recently, the clear convention has been that Parliament sets, by legislation, the 
parameters of judicial sentencing discretion and judges formulate the details of policy and practice 
within those parameters. For the last ten years, there has been an increasing drift towards a mandatory 
sentencing system,  but always by legislation. Under the Sentencing Council in the form proposed by 
the Criminal Justice Bill, the Secretary of State will have a number of opportunities to involve himself 
in the details of sentencing policy.  Under clause 163, the Secretary of State may propose to the 
Council that guidelines be framed or revised; if he does so, the Council must consider the proposal. 
The Council, all of whose members will have been appointed by or after consultation with the 
Secretary of State, and may include a civil servant answerable to him, will in due course, after 
consulting the Sentencing Advisory Panel, publish its guidelines as  draft guidelines. It is then obliged 
to consult in particular the Secretary of State. When this process has been completed, the Council, 
after making any amendments which it considers appropriate, may publish the guidelines as definitive 
guidelines. It is difficult  to read these provisions without gaining the impression that the Secretary of 
State intends to exercise a high degree of influence over the process of developing sentencing 
guidelines from inception to completion. 

What will happen as a result of the enactment of these provisions is a matter of a speculation. Political 
fashions in sentencing change with increasing frequency, and what was of crucial importance 
yesterday is soon forgotten. In 1997, Parliament passed the Crime Sentences Act, creating the 
automatic life sentence; the proposals were hotly debated in both Houses, carried into law and brought 
into force by the present administration. The automatic life sentence will be repealed by the present 
Criminal Justice Bill, in a provision tucked away at the end of the Bill which has attracted no attention 
so far as I am aware. In 2000, it was considered an urgent necessity to provide for mandatory terms of  
imprisonment for offenders found to be in breach of community orders. Provisions  to this effect were 
included in the Criminal Justice and Court Services Act 2000. They have never been brought into 
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force, and the new scheme for community orders  included in the Criminal Justice Bill indicates that 
they will never be. How long the Sentencing Guidelines Council will exist is difficult to guess. The 
Sentencing Advisory Panel is being sidelined after four years, despite achieving a significant measure 
of success. It would surprise me if the Sentencing Guidelines Council lasted any longer. 

 

18 June 2003 

 


